INTRODUCTION
In fashion history, every culture has its own identity and originality. Over the past decades, each country is witnessed of different cultures and they gave birth to numerous cultures in different periods of time. Behind the scene of this culture, mostly young people were playing a vital role & they made it popular in our mainstream society & contemporary fashion. Among those cultures, hippie's culture is one of them & it is very rich in its own eminence. The hippies were against the mainstream culture & they created their own style by their own way of life.
Though they were against the mainstream fashion, but their established culture, style & fashion is still prevailing in our contemporary fashion. Still, it has a huge impact in our modern fashion, especially to the young generation.
During the hippie era, they don't only establish their specific originality they also established the freedom, free love, sex & the power of youth through music, traveling & so on. In the recent years, the term sustainability or to create a sustainable clothes for the wearer is arisen in our fashion industry. And many designers & organizations around the world they already have started to work on it. But it is not enough to fulfill the mass demand. For establishing the sustainable fashion, we should focus on all the elements of sustainability, which already exist in our surroundings. For example, local handicrafts, handloom, garments wastage & second hand clothes.
Consequently, if we focus on all the elements those I mentioned before then it will be easy to create a sustainable fashion market for the wearer & we can fulfill our mass market demand. Along with we can establish a sustainable environment for our local craftsman In this research study is mainly based on the find out the term of sustainable 
Significance of the Research
The significance of this research is to find out the term of sustainability from the hippie fashion. And then to make some sustainable clothes inspired by hippie era. On the other hand, the main purpose of this research study is to introduce the fashion history (1960's Hippie Culture) along with present most discussed topics (Sustainable Fashion). In this globalized world, it is really a big challenge to produce sustainable clothes for fulfilling the mass market demand. The practice of making sustainable clothes has been started already. In the recent years, many world class designers already 
SUSTAINABLE FASHION
At present in our fashion industry, the word of sustainability has been rising very strongly for many reasons. proper waste management, maintain a proper distribution channel, use more renewable energy than natural resources, make sure the re-use of second hand clothes or unused garment. Huge demand of fast fashion industry's aggression is increasing day after day. On the other hand, recycling process of second hand clothes is very low, few numbers of green factory, more usage of water & pesticides during cotton production. We should give more preference to our local crafts and craftsman.
Because crafts are the best example of sustainability. Its environment friendly & there is a very less usage of industrial machine also usage of recycling.
Types of Sustainability Regarding the Sustainable Fashion
• Up cycling
• Recycling
• Handicraft
• Sustainable fiber
• Up cycling
In the recent years, the term up cycling has got huge popularity in the fashion industry through the designers. 
MODERN COLLECTION INSPIRED FROM 1960'S HIPPIE FASHION
The author tries to develop a new look of 1960's hippie fashion. In this collection, the author tries to follow the modern trend for the selection of fabric, color and ornaments. Therefore the research is based on the past & present of fashion.
COMPLETE DRESS FOR READY TO WEAR MARKET

